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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to design and implement a robot which is capable of detecting buried landmines and marking their
locations, while enabling the operator to control the robot wirelessly from a distance using MEGA32 microcontroller
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The landmine crisis is globally alarming since there are
presently 500 million unexploded, buried mines in about 50
countries. Governments are looking into this situation
seriously since landmines are claiming the limbs and lives of
civilians every day [1]. The purpose of this project is to design
a robot which is capable of detecting buried land mines and
marking their locations, while enabling the operator to control
the robot wirelessly from a distance. A land mine detection
robot is needed to be designed to employ in peace support
operations and in the clearance of contaminated areas. Also the
robot shall be able to detect 50-90% of landmines (Antipersonnel mines) and mark the locations of the mines within a
tolerance of 5cm. For the safety of the operator, the designed
robot must be able to operate remotely, moreover, must be
equipped with wireless data transmitting capabilities [2,3].
.
II. SPECIFICATIONS
The specifications for the robot were taken from the
requirements of the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition
and from literary research regarding landmine detection. It was
decided that an all-terrain robot with on-board image
processing, global positioning system (GPS) and inertial
measurement unit (IMU) powered by a battery would be a
very adaptable solution. The primary tasks were that of
designing the frame, power solution and wireless on the
hardware side and image processing on the software side. Two
frames were designed with different batteries, suspension and
drive train. As mentioned before a land mine searching robot
must comprise of three basic features, namely; the mine
detector, a carrying vehicle and a data processing unit.
The detector:
For the past decade, landmines, both anti-personnel and antitank mines, are made in metal casings. Therefore, the detection
of landmine by using metal detectors is a simple and workable
method.
The thermal image:
A buried landmine comprises of different materials from the
surrounding soil and they will react to the surrounding heat in
a different manner from the soil [1,2]. They will absorb the

heat slower or faster than the surrounding soil and they will
release or radiate the contained heat slower or faster than the
surrounding soil. Therefore, at any point of time, the land mine
will possess slightly different temperature form the
surrounding, due to the constantly varying heat supply from
day time and night time. Therefore, thermal imaging Infra-Red
camera is the best option for this project[3,7].
A carrying vehicle:
The very first proposal of transport unit is a wheel base robot.
After wheeled vehicles are chosen, the next stage of the
challenge is avoiding the mines. Dodging the robot around the
mines in the mine field is not a smart option. Therefore, a new
way of avoiding the suspected mine buried spots was thought
of. The idea is to lift up the wheels on whose path lays a
buried mine and another set of wheels will touch down on the
ground without having to move the robot. In other words,
there will be a mechanism to interchange between two sets of
wheels, if there lays a mine on the original path.
The data processing unit or control unit:
A processing unit, installed on the robot, will be transmitting
data from the robot to the operator, such as images from the
cameras, and it will receive and process the commands from
the operator to the robot. These signals will be transmitted and
received through radio channels and the command signals
received by the robot will be redistributed to the respective
mechanisms to carry out the required processes [6,7]. Firstly,
the scanner which is located at the front of the robot processes
a metal detector that will scan and clear the path of 1.2m
width. The scanner will stop scanning if there is no detection
of a mine, and the robot will advance one step forward by
activating the forward motor for 5 seconds. After which, the
scanner will restart its scanning sequence. The robot would
move forward again with no detection of mine. This scanning
loop will continue until the scanner detects a mine. Once the
scanner detects a mine, the robot comes to a standstill and
sends out signals back to the operator by both illuminating the
Light Emitting Diode (LED) as well as beeping. The operator
will then have to decide if it is a false alarm or a real detection
of a mine. If the operator takes the warning as a false alarm, he
will ignore it and restart the scanning loop. If warning is taken
as a real detection of the mine, the operator has to send a
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command to the robot to mark the location by spraying
distinctive colour paint on that spot.
In conclusion, our robot comprises of three major components,
namely; a carrying vehicle (wheels), a data processing unit and
a mine detection unit according to the algorithm as shown in
Figure (1,2)
III.

CONTROL SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION

The minesweeper will use two microcontrollers, the Atmel
ATMega32 and the Atmel ATMega128. Each of these chips
will sit on a custom designed circuit board. The Mega32 board
connects the microcontroller to the power source and the RF
receivers for the emergency stop. The same board also holds
the digital logic chips to implement the emergency stop. See
Figure (1,2).The Mega128 microcontrollers will control the
motors. They will sit on the same circuit board as the motordriving circuits, separated by optical isolators. Some minor
design modifications are made for our previous developed
robot [11] and the implementation showed an improved
efficiency in detection of landmines.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
It has been successfully proven through the prototype that
the proposed theory and concept for a land mine exploring
platform works perfectly. The detection of the buried mine is
done by using metal detectors since most land mines contain
metal components. The prototype is capable of detecting the
buried metal piece, marking the exact location with distinctive
colour paint, and controlling itself from stepping over it. It is
also able to clear with 1.2m width at one go. With the use of
interchangeable four wheels, the marked locations can be
avoided without requiring the prototype to doge around that
spot. And mostly importantly, the prototype is controlled
wirelessly by the operator from a safe distance. Thus, the
proposed design for landmine detection and marking module
had opened up a new area of the researchers to explore
V.
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